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More Great Plays From 
Original Works Publishing 

 

THE CHALK BOY 
By Joshua Conkel 

4 Females 

Synopsis: Beneath its boring facade there is more going on in the 

tiny town of Clear Creek than the opening of the new Taco 

Bell.  Four of the town's local girls are here to take you on a tour of 

their funny, yet brutal reality.  They struggle with faith, friendship, 

sex, the occult, algebra, and the disappearance of... The Chalk 

Boy.  This is a deathly black comedy that punches as hard as your 

high school bully. 
 

OWL MOON 
By Liz Maestri 

1 Male, 3 Females, 1 Talking Owl 

Synopsis: What happens when an Owl Moon rises? The everyday 

world veers into extremities – hot blood spurts and passions seep 

into a wintry landscape of cold and desolation. Two couples ven-

ture into a desolate, frozen snowfield for the night where they find 

themselves trapped, both physically and in the mire of their own 

neurosis. Lisa is determined to win back her ex, Isaac, and will 

stop at nothing to do so. Shell and Salome carry weighty sacks 

across the snow, looking for a way to purge their sins. The play 

follows this group of characters through conflicts and collisions 

that stretch taut conventions of style and tone. Is it possible to lose 

oneself? To lose oneself in another? Owl Moon examines the fine 

line between passion and obsession, and the toll it takes on the 

mind and spirit. Add in a talking owl, and you have a play that jug-

gles the heady, humorous and harrowing in equal measure.  
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left this world far, far too soon. 

 

A special special thank you to Kira Sternbach who has traveled 

this journey with me since day one. Your talent, drive, passion and 

loyalty are rare in a human being. I love you dearly. 
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Shana Dowdeswell, Ean Sheehy, Sydney Thomas Cohen, Angela 

Astle, Mark Woods, Jan Buttram, Jason Aaron Goldberg, Original 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE  
 
 American Girls is a play full of land mines. It is a play whose 
power can be easily destroyed with one false move. With that in mind, a 
little navigation from the playwright...  
 Amanda and Katie are real girls. They are real, plain, average, 
ordinary girls. They are not the prettiest girls in the room. Far from it. 
They are the plain little girls in the corner that most people never notice. 
Their bodies are average at best. They have baby fat. They have real 
breasts. They are going through puberty. They do not look like movie 
stars or ingénues or prom queens or porn stars. They never will. They will 
grow up to be plain women. Just like the vast majority of us. This is NOT 
a story about the ugly duckling. I repeat myself; this is NOT a story about 
the ugly duckling.  
 Amanda and Katie are real girls. They are good at math. They 
get good grades. They have hopes and dreams and fears and crushes. 
Their parents love them and they love their parents. They come from 
good homes. They are deeply vulnerable, deeply confused, and deeply 
desperate to feel valued in their world. That is the point of the play. They 
are not "valley girls" or ditsy or airheads or dumb. They do not talk like 
that. Please give them depth and honesty and empathy. They deserve that. 
We must love them. We must see our own children in them.  
 Pastor Jim is a decent man. He is filled with ghosts and demons. 
He truly believes that he must save these children by leading them to 
Christ. He is charming and kind and genuine and soft-spoken. The chil-
dren love him. The parents love him. We must see why they love him. 
We must love him. We must want to believe him. We must want to be 
saved too.  
 Frank is not sinister. He is gorgeous. He is probably the most 
attractive man the girls will ever be with. His power is his looks. And 
when his face is revealed at the end we must understand why the girls 
were putty in his hands.  
 Be very careful with the technology used in this play. It must not 
over-shadow the action on stage. It is there to heighten the struggle between 
this paradise called Hollywood and this paradise called Heaven. The girls are 
torn.  
 This play must be treated with subtlety, integrity, and honesty from 
the actors and director.   
 There is a ton of humor and sadness and irony and exploitation. Do 
not emphasis it. The audience is intelligent. They will see it. Understatement 
is the most powerful tool you have.  
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American Girls was originally produced Off-Broadway at 45th St. 

Theatre in New York City. The original cast was as follows: Hilary 

Bettis as Amanda, Kira Sternbach as Katie, Traci Hovel as Dr. 

Opal Banks, Mara Kassin as understudy. Pastor Jim was not in the 

original draft. The play was directed by Jeff Cohen. The play was 

produced by Patrick Blake, Jeff Cohen, and Adam Hirsch. The 

production stage manager was Michal V. Mendelson. Assistant 

stage manager was Rachel Hip-Flores. Costume design by Gail 

Cooper-Hecht, set design by Ryan Kravetz, lighting design by 

Evan Purcell, video design by Gray Winslow, and PR by David 

Gersten. 
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CHARACTER BREAKDOWN  
 
AMANDA - Fourteen. Loves Jesus and Hello Kitty. Female. Any Ethnicity. 
 
KATIE - Fourteen. Has a secret crush. Female. Any Ethnicity. 
 
PASTOR JIM - Thirties. Gentle and charming. Male. Any Ethnicity. 
 
DR. OPAL BANKS - TV Host.  Seen only in video. 
 
 
 
ACT ONE  
The last day of middle school in a suburban town in Iowa, USA. Early sum-
mer. Now.  
 
 
ACT TWO  
The end of summer. The interview and last scene occur two years later.  
 
 
 
Note in production: Amanda's videos should look like a home video of ama-
teur quality. The Dr. Opal Banks Show should look almost too polished and 
fake, like a cartoon universe.  
 
Pop culture references in [brackets] ONLY can be changed based on who the 
current “it” celebrities are. All Britney Spears references MUST be replaced 
by the same name.  
 
All stage directions are written by the playwright and should be treated the 
same as the text.  
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AMERICAN GIRLS  
 
 

ACT ONE  
 
(A dark stage with a video screen. A few stuffed animals, girl’s clothes, and a 
Bible are scattered about the stage. Pop music plays and images of celebrities 
flash across the screen faster and faster and faster until the images all blur 
together.) 
 
BLACK OUT.  
 
VIDEO MONTAGE ONE:   We see all montages projected on the screen 
only. There are no live actors on stage.  
 
AMANDA’S BEDROOM: 
 
(The walls are decorated with posters of celebrities and tropical locations. 
There is a large poster of the Hollywood Sign over her bed and above that is a 
cross. The bed is neatly made with several stuffed animals on top of a floral 
comforter.  Everything in the room is meticulous and outfitted with all the latest 
gadgets. It is obvious these girls come from a suburban middle class family. 
AMANDA, 14, and KATIE, 14, are both frumpy and awkward teenage girls. 
Katie wears oversized clothes and doesn’t comb her hair.  Amanda wears 
glasses, a retainer, and a pink Hello Kitty headband.) 
 
AMANDA:  This is my bed… and above that is my wonderful collection of 

posters. I really wish I was in Hollywood right now.  
 
(She focuses the camera on the Hollywood poster.) 
 
AMANDA:  And that’s Katie…  Smile. What’s wrong with you? Why can’t 

you humor me?  
 
KATIE :  I’m gonna kill your dad for getting that for you!  
 
(Katie makes faces at the camera.)  
 
AMANDA:  Why? Jealous cause I get cool things for my birthday and you 

don’t?  
 
(Katie flips her off.)  
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AMANDA:  Don’t flip me off! Say something!  
 
KATIE:  Hi.  
 
AMANDA:  Now do something!  
 
KATIE:  Like what?  
 
AMANDA:  I don’t know… Something funny.  
 
KATIE:  I’m not very funny.  
 
AMANDA:  Yes you are. You make me laugh all the time.  
 
(Amanda puts her arm around Katie while holding the camera at a distance.)  
 
AMANDA:  This is my best friend Katie!  
 
KATIE:  This is my best bestest friend Amanda- 
 
AMANDA:  And I love her so much and I would do anything for her- 

Ewwwww did you just lick my face!?  
 
KATIE:  No. 
 
AMANDA:  You’re so weird!  
 
KATIE:  I’m booooorrrred! Let’s find something fun to do!  
 
AMANDA:  You can never be content can you? She’s crazy. What do you 

want to do?  
 
KATIE:  I don’t know.  
 
AMANDA:  OK… We could maybe get my mom to drive us to the movies?  
 
KATIE:  We always go to movies…  
 
(Katie turns on the computer.)  
 
KATIE:  Let’s find something new!  
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(She looks at the camera.)  
 
KATIE:  Will you turn that thing off? Please!  
 
(Katie tries to cover the camera with her hand.)  
 
KATIE:  I hate cameras! Please, Amanda!  
 
AMANDA:  Fine.  
 
END VIDEO MONTAGE.  
 

SCENE ONE  
 
(Amanda’s Bedroom. Moments later. The girls are awkwardly dancing to loud 
pop music and making faces at themselves in the mirror. Katie takes out a tube 
of red lipstick, puts it on, and pretends like she is making out with herself in the 
mirror. The girls are trying to be sexy and grown-up, but they come across as 
childish and silly.  Amanda pulls her shirt up and ties it in a knot so that it re-
veals her stomach. The entire time the girls are singing along to the song they 
dance to.) 
 
AMANDA:  Do you think I look fat?  
 
KATIE:  No!  
 
AMANDA:  Promise? 
 
KATIE:  Yes! 
 
(Katie starts to crawl around on the floor trying to be sexy, but she looks more 

like a toddler. Amanda starts to laugh.) 
 
AMANDA:  That’s not how you do it!  
 
(Amanda gets down on all fours and swings her head hitting Katie in the face 
with her hair. Katie grabs Amanda and pulls her on the ground. Both girls are 
hysterical.)  
 
KATIE:  This is gonna be the biggest bestest summer ever!  
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AMANDA:  I know! But we have to make a secret pact so no one at school 
finds out and tries to copy us!  

 
(The girls spit on their pinkies and latch them together.)  
 
AMANDA/KATIE:  I’ve got Jesus! Yes I do! I’ve got Jesus! I’ve got 

Jesus! Yes I do! I’ve got Jesus! 
 
(Amanda jumps up suddenly.)  
 
AMANDA:  We have to have a name for our group like Dance Princesses! 

Or Dancing Ice Barbie Dolls!  
 
KATIE:  Ohmigosh, ohmigosh, ohmigosh! OK…  
 
(Both girls think for a moment.)  
 
KATIE:  Dance Princess Ice Barbies?  
 
AMANDA:  No stupid…  
 
KATIE:  I don’t know... Girls for Jesus?  
 
AMANDA:  For a dance competition?  
 
KATIE:  But we are girls for Jesus.  
 
AMANDA:  I know, but it has to be catchy...  
 
KATIE:  Hmmm...  
 
(Katie pulls out several Pixy Stix, tears the paper off and pours the sugar into 
her mouth. Amanda does the same.)  
 
AMANDA:  Pixie Chicks!  
 
(Katie squeals in approval with a mouth full of blue sugar.) 
  
KATIE:  Ohmigosh, but this is like a serious competition so we have to have 

a dance routine and matching outfits or something…  
 
AMANDA:  I didn’t even think of that...  
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KATIE:  I bet my sister has stuff! I’ll go through her room when she least 

suspects it.  
 
AMANDA:  OK! And we can get some glitter glue- 
 
KATIE:  And sequins- 
 
AMANDA:  And top hats and canes with glitter! Or tiaras?  
 
KATIE:  Yeah!  
 
(The girls jump up and down in their new discovery.  Amanda grabs a piece 
of paper printed from the internet and studies it. She freezes.)  
 
KATIE:  What’s wrong? Amanda?  
 
AMANDA:  Nothing.  
 
KATIE:  What? 
 
AMANDA:  How much money do you have?  
 
KATIE:  Fifty dollars from three months of baby-sitting. I’m saving for a 

new camera. Why?  
 
AMANDA:  I have fifty dollars in birthday money and another thirty from 

allowance...  
 
KATIE:  Why?  
 
AMANDA:  Hand me my phone.  
 
(Katie does.  Amanda slowly dials a number.) 
 
AMANDA:  Hey, Josh, this is Amanda from down the street… Umm… 

You gave me your number... When you mowed the lawn that one time 
and you said since I’ll be in high school next year I’ll probably get beat up 
and I can call you… Yeah the one with the retainer...  I have a  
question for you…  
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YOUTH GROUP LESSON ONE  
 
(Flashback.  A handsome, All-American man, PASTOR JIM, 35, dressed in 
slacks and a polo shirt stands in the center of the stage talking to the audience. 
The restless voices of middle school kids fill the room. Pastor Jim waits pa-
tiently for them to settle down.)  
 
PASTOR JIM:  Hey guys. Alright everyone settle down. Hey, boys in the 

back, yes I am looking at you, Rob and Jake, settle down and stop pinch-
ing Kylie. She obviously doesn’t like it. Or she might like it, in which 
case you should definitely stop! So the end of middle school is coming 
up, huh? You guys are gonna be in high school next year. Wow. I’m get-
ting so old! You guys make me feel ancient! I am so proud of all of you 
guys! And this is it for us. Our last session together. Our last session... 
Next year, you guys will be with the grown-ups. You guys won’t need me 
anymore...  

  (He gets a little choked up for a moment.)  I swear I’m not gonna cry, 
because I know Rob, over here, won’t let me live it down!  We’ve had a 
lot of fun together. Bible retreats, dances, a carnival, a kick ball tourna-
ment... We’ve shared a lot of fun times and good laughs in this room. But 
today is serious, guys.  Today you guys are gonna become grown-ups in 
the eyes of God. So I want everyone to close your eyes. Close them tight. 
Amanda, no peeking.  

 
(Pastor Jim dims the lights.)  
 
PASTOR JIM:  When I was a little boy my family took a vacation to Colo-

rado. We visited this place called  Cave of the Winds. These incredible min-
eral formations called stalactites and stalagmites towered through the walls 
of this amazing creation of God’s. So of course my family had to take a 
tour of the cave! A guide led us through narrow passageways and steep 
stairs and winding tunnels. My older brother Todd and I were full of con-
fidence and excitement. We weren’t scared of anything! Not bats or spi-
ders or Indian legends about ghosts. We skipped through those passage-
ways like we were kings of the cave! The steeper the steps the bolder we 
grew. The more narrow the tunnels the more we wanted to conquer them.  
The guide led us deeper and deeper and deeper into this massive structure. 
At one point, an older lady on the tour got really scared and told the guide 
we were going too far and she wanted to turn back. So Todd, with this 
calm smile, took the woman by the hand. She  
clutched on tightly to Todd and we continued on our journey. Then, with 
no warning, the guide turned out all the lights that had been illuminating 
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our path. Everyone froze with fear!  I clutched on to Todd’s other hand and 
the lady he had helped began to whimper. There were screams and snif-
fling. We were a good mile deep into this cave with no sign of an exit. We 
had trusted this guide without question for our safety, but he had led us 
down this path of darkness. Then the guide said, “Many explorers ven-
tured farther than us into this cave never to return. Their lanterns burned 
out or they ran out of supplies or they got so lost in the winding tunnels 
that they could never find their way back out. Many people perished in 
this cave. Listen quietly to the silence and imagine what that would be 
like.”  

 
(Pastor Jim takes a moment to let the kids listen to the silence.)  
 
PASTOR JIM:  Listen to the silence, guys. Imagine being so far into this 

huge cave with no light or supplies or friends. You can scream at the top 
of your lungs and only bats and spiders can hear you. Listen guys... The 
guide went on, “After a day or two you’d slowly start to go insane from 
the oppressive loneliness. You’d go blind. Then you’d starve or die of 
thirst.  This happened to many people. So we turn out the lights to remem-
ber them.” After a few moments of silence someone shouted that he was 
going insane and to turn the lights back on. The guide laughed and, with a 
flick of the wrist, illuminated our path and led us back out of the darkness.  
That darkness is Hell, guys. Could you imagine an eternity in that cave?  
It would kill me guys, it would kill me if that happened to any one of you. 
So how do we stay in the light, guys? How do we secure our place in 
Heaven?  

 
VIDEO MONTAGE TWO  

 
MIDDLE SCHOOL HALLWAY 
 
(The girls are walking down the school hallway. Katie wears oversized clothes 
and doesn’t comb her hair.  Amanda wears glasses, a retainer, and a pink 
Hello Kitty headband.)  
 
AMANDA:  The last day of eighth grade! I am so not going to miss this 

place! Wave good-bye to our lockers!  
 
(Katie waves. She sees Rob walk by. The camera never sees Rob.) 
 
KATIE:  Rob is soooooo hot!  
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AMANDA:  Will you get over him already?  
 
KATIE:  Someday I’m gonna make him wish he had asked me out instead of 

Kylie- 
 
AMANDA:  You keep telling yourself that.  
 
KATIE:  If I had done that pageant I so would have beat her… Hey! Have 

you heard from Josh yet?  
 
AMANDA:  Shhh… Not yet.  
 
END OF VIDEO MONTAGE.  

 
SCENE TWO  

 
(The middle school cafeteria. Amanda is sitting by herself eating her lunch and 
texting on her cell phone. A few moments later Katie enters.)  
 
KATIE:  So today Mr. Branbalt walks into homeroom and he looks at us and 

he says he’s doing a survey just out of curiosity, he says directly to me 
“What are the best things in the world?”  And I had to think for a minute 
and Kylie kicked the back of my chair because, I guess, I’m taking too 
long- and I really don’t know what her problem is- and anyway all these 
things are going through my head like Jesus, my family and friends and 
you, of course, and food, a house, health, new clothes, HBO, you know 
clichÈd stuff like that.  And then I realize I have all of those things and I’m 
still not happy. Like I still feel like there is a missing piece… And then it 
hits me! The best thing in the world would be fame! And not just, you 
know, recognition for a job well done, but REAL fame! I wanna be a 
household name with little girls growing up worshiping me and women 
comparing themselves to me and men wanting me! And of course with 
fame comes a lot of money and good looks and a mansion and stuff. So 
that was my answer. To be famous. Then Kylie blurts out a laugh and 
whispers in my ear “you’ll never amount to much.” I really hate that girl!  

 
AMANDA:  She’s just jealous!  
 
KATIE:  I guess.  
 
AMANDA:  She is! 
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KATIE:  I just- She thinks because she did that stupid pageant that she is 
better than everyone else and she’s not!  

 
AMANDA:  Yeah, but we are gonna prove her so wrong!  
 
(Amanda checks her text messages.)  
 
AMANDA:  Hey! Speaking of… Aaaahhhhh!!!!!  
 
KATIE:  What? 
 
AMANDA:  Nothing. Nothing that concerns you.  
 
KATIE :  What!?  
 
AMANDA:  Nothing. Hey Amber- 
 
KATIE:  Hey- 
 
(The girls wave.)  
 
AMANDA:  Call me about Bible study on Wednesday. My dad can totally 

give you a ride.  
 
(The girls watch her walk by. After a moment. ) 
 
KATIE:  Why do you talk to her?  
 
AMANDA:  She’s a nice person. Plus, Jesus wants me to be nice to the less 

fortunate. You should know that of all people!  
 
KATIE:  She’s in Special Ed. You’ll never be popular if you talk to her. So? 

Tell me!  
 
AMANDA:  Nothing.  
 
KATIE:  Mandy come on!  
 
AMANDA:  Don’t call me Mandy! My name is not Mandy it is Amanda and 

if you call me that one more time I’m gonna punch you in the face! Josh 
just sent me THE text message!  
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KATIE:  Are you serious? Ohmigosh are you serious? He got them?  
 
AMANDA:  Shhh… He’s gonna give us a ride to my house after school.  
 
KATIE:  I can’t believe he got them! Pixie Chicks!  
 
AMANDA:  Shut up! Mr. Branbalt is like right behind you! He is so creepy.  
 
(They watch Mr. Branbalt walk by.)  
 
AMANDA:  Didn’t I tell you Josh would come through, but you never listen 

to a word I say!  
 
(Katie stuffs food into her mouth and opens it to gross out Amanda.)  
 
KATIE:  You wanna make out with me!  
 
AMANDA:  What is wrong with you? I hope Rob sees you like that! Relax.  
 
KATIE:  I am relaxed! I just- this is the first time in my life something remotely 

exciting has happened! I can’t wait to get out of this school and do some-
thing meaningful for once in our lives! Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh so how do 
you think you did on the math test?  

 
AMANDA:  I think I did pretty good. I was up all night studying stupid com-

mon denominators… Seriously, I didn’t go to bed till like three in the 
morning and I didn’t even have time to practice our routine and I could 
barely sleep… I just- I’m really nervous! My parents will kill me if I get a 
bad grade!  

 
KATIE:  I know! Last time I got an A minus. An A minus! I studied so long 

for that stupid test and she gives me an A minus! I bet she can’t even do 
half the problems on that test. She just has her little teacher book with all 
her little teacher answers. An A minus! I was so pissed- 

 
AMANDA:  God!  
 
KATIE:  Amanda! 
 
AMANDA:  What? 
 
KATIE:  Don’t use the Lord’s name in vain! It is very un-Christian of you.  
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AMANDA:  My bad. Gosh! I am so happy we are finally done with Mrs. 

Jeffers! She is so ignorant! I am so sick of ignorant people acting like they 
know what is going on all the time!  

 
KATIE:  That old, wrinkled psycho! I swear she is lucky today is the last day 

of school because if I had to look at her rat eyes one more time I might jab 
them out with my pencil. And she is so mean to me and she always looks 
at me funny and I bet that’s why she gave me an A minus! I bet it is my 
boobs.  

 
AMANDA:  No it isn’t! She looks at everyone funny. Josh told me the teach-

ers in high school are so much nicer and laid back and they don’t even 
care what you do. He said that most teachers want to teach high school 
because the students there are so much more mature and all the crappy 
teachers get stuck in middle school.  

 
KATIE:  I hope so.  
 
AMANDA:  Well Josh would know. He is a Junior!  
 
KATIE:  I know! I wasn’t questioning him so relax! Gosh, I can’t believe you 

still haven’t tried to make out with him- 
 
AMANDA:  Shut up! I’m not a slut! I’m saving myself like Pastor Jim says.  
 
KATIE:  Yeah, but he’s always at your house mowing your lawn without his 

shirt on!  
 
AMANDA:  So? 
 
KATIE:  I would totally do it with him! And he got us the “you-know-whats” 

so technically you owe him something- 
 
AMANDA:  Why is Zach sitting by Erica? I thought they broke up!  
 
KATIE :  They did. But then they got back together during first period.  
 
AMANDA:  Oh my gosh…  
 
KATIE:  What?  
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AMANDA:  I just realized this is our last lunch in this cafeteria. This is our 
last lunch in middle school. This is our last lunch as girls. Do you realize 
that? This is like such a huge moment in our  lives. As soon as the bell 
rings after fourth period we’re high school women! I have to tape this!  

 
(Amanda pulls out her camera.)  
 
KATIE:  Amanda, this is stupid! You can’t carry that thing everywhere we go!  
 
AMANDA:  Yes I can! I’m gonna make a documentary of our lives and put 

it on Facebook and Twitter and Youtube!  
 
(Katie reaches over and turns the camera off.) 
 
AMANDA:  HEY slut- 
 
KATIE:  You can’t tape everything we do.  
 
AMANDA:  Yes I can.  
 
KATIE:  Look at me. You can’t tape everything we do. Got it?  
 
AMANDA:  Oh… I didn’t think about that. I’m retarded.  
 
(A school bell rings.)  
 

SCENE THREE  
 
(Amanda is in the hallway cleaning her locker as Katie enters.)  
 
AMANDA:  Remember this picture?  
 
KATIE:  Ohmigosh yeah! Wow we look so young and that was only last 

year! Amanda, I don’t know if I want to do this… We could get in so 
much trouble for the fake I.D.s- 

 
AMANDA:  Shut up! There are teachers around, Katie!  
 
KATIE:  My mother would ground me for the entire summer if she knew I 

spent my allowance on that! And she would tell your mom and your mom 
would ground you and then everything would be ruined and our friend-
ship would be over because if I had to look at you after you destroyed my 
summer I would be forced to murder you!  
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AMANDA:  OK, OK, God you are so fucking dramatic!  
 
KATIE:  What is with your mouth today?  
 
AMANDA:  What? We’re gonna be in high school. We have to talk like we 

are women now, not children.  
 
KATIE:  So you have to say the F-word?  
 
AMANDA:  It is a form of self-expression. What? They say it on HBO all 

the time and you never complain about that. Cover your virgin ears if you 
don’t like it.  

 
KATIE:  Yeah, but there is a huge difference between TV language and lan-

guage good Christian girls use. I doubt any of the people on HBO go to 
church every Sunday, Amanda. God put them here for our entertainment 
and nothing more. They definitely aren’t going to Heaven. Speaking of self
-expression, did you see what Kylie wore today? I think she is just trying 
to get Rob’s attention! She looked like a total slut walking around school 
in that tiny skirt and all that makeup! That really pisses me off!  He is way 
too good for her!  

 
AMANDA:  Yeah gross! She looked like some [Britney] wanna-be!  
 
(Amanda sings a [Britney Spears] song at the top of her voice and starts to do 
their dance routine. Katie stops her in shock and embarrassment. They watch 
as Kylie and the popular girls walk toward them.)  
 
AMANDA:  I bet she’s not wearing any panties! I mean you can practically 

see her ass! I don’t understand girls like that! I mean, it’s enough that she 
brags about that stupid pageant all the time and now she has to dress like- 

 
KATIE:  Kylie is looking over here! I think she knows we’re talking about 

her- 
 
AMANDA:  I don’t care.  
 
(They watch the popular girls walk by.)  
 
KATIE:  Those girls have no self-respect. I bet if our parents let us do that 

pageant we so would have won. Besides, Rob totally wants me not Kylie. 
He is soooooo hot…  
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AMANDA:  Maybe if you start hanging out with Kylie and all the popular 
girls he would notice you.  Speaking of the Evil Ones, Dana told me that 
she heard Kerry and Gina talking to Trisha who heard Erica and Lynn 
talking to Angela who heard Sarah and Justine talking to Jennifer in the 
locker room talking about how Kylie and Vanessa are having S-E-X with 
high school guys- 

 
KATIE:  No way! 
 
AMANDA:  Yeah! Kylie and Vanessa gave a blowjob to two guys on the 

soccer team at the same time!  
 
KATIE:  Blowjobs aren’t S-E-X! S-E-X is only S-E-X if it goes in!  
 
AMANDA:  Let’s go ask Pastor Jim if giving a blowjob is S-E-X or not!  
 
KATIE:  No way! Pastor Jim would have a coronary! Plus he doesn’t know 

about stuff like that!  
 
AMANDA:  Let’s ask your dad!  
 
KATIE:  Gross! My dad would have a coronary!  
 
(They see Kylie walk by.)  
 
AMANDA:  Someday when we’re rich and famous and on the cover of 

every magazine everyone who was ever mean to us will hate themselves 
for it.  

 
KATIE:  I can’t wait.  
 
AMANDA:  I’m so nervous.  
 
KATIE:  About tonight?  
 
AMANDA:  I’m afraid I’ll forget our routine…  
 
KATIE:  No one can find out about this ever! Ever!  
 
AMANDA:  I know! Pinky swear with spit!  
 
(Both girls spit on their pinkies and latch them together.  The sound of students 
rushing through hallways is heard.)  
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SCENE FOUR  
 
(It is the last period. The girls are sitting next to each other. They are pretend-
ing like they are taking notes as Mr. Branbalt drones on in a monotonous voice 
in the background.)  
 
AMANDA:  We’re not going to get caught.  
 
KATIE:  I’m just saying…  
 
AMANDA:  We’re at Dana’s place for Bible study sleepover. And I told 

Dana we were seeing the [Blink 182] concert and that I’d try to get her an 
autograph! You know how obsessed she is with them! Dana will totally 
cover for us!  

 
KATIE:  What if she doesn’t?  
 
AMANDA:  Stop freaking out!  
 
KATIE:  I’m not freaking out!  
 
AMANDA:  Yes you are!  
 
KATIE:  No I’m not!  
 
AMANDA:  Yes you are! 
 
KATIE:  No I’m not!  
 
MR. BRANBALT’S VOICE:  I know this is the last day of middle school, 

Amanda and Katie, but please hold your personal conversations until the 
bell rings.  

 
AMANDA:  Sorry, Mr. Branbalt.  
 
KATIE:  Sorry, Mr. Branbalt.  
 
(A few moments pass as they pretend to be paying attention.)  
 
KATIE:  Believe what you want.  
 
AMANDA:  I hope they don’t think I’m fat.  
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KATIE:  You’re not fat. No one thinks you’re fat.  
 
AMANDA:  Vanessa and Kylie told me I was fat in gym class. They said I 

should invest in diet pills and a gym membership over the summer, then 
Vanessa said I should just stop eating.  

 
KATIE:  Let me see the ad.  
 
(Amanda pulls out a piece of crumpled paper printed from the internet and 
hands it to Katie.)  
 
KATIE:  “Hollywood Talent Scout Looking for New Faces!” Kylie’s dumb 

pageant didn’t have a Hollywood talent scout! We are gonna be so fa-
mous and then you can get liposuction if you want.  

 
(Amanda punches Katie in the arm and both girls begin to giggle.)  
 
MR. BRANBALT’S VOICE:  What’s so funny ladies? 
 
AMANDA:  Nothing, Mr. Branbalt.  
 
KATIE:  Nothing, Mr. Branbalt.  
 
MR. BRANBALT’S VOICE:  Would you like to share with the rest of the 

class?  
 
AMANDA:  No, Mr. Branbalt!  
 
KATIE:  No, Mr. Branbalt!  
 
MR. BRANBALT’S VOICE:  What’s in your hand, Katie? 
 
(Both girls are horrified.)  
 
KATIE:  Just a funny cartoon.  
 
MR. BRANBALT’S VOICE:  Bring it to the front of the class and share with 

everyone.  
 
(Amanda shakes her head no. Both girls fidget uncomfortably.)  
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AMANDA:  She’ll put it away right now! We didn’t mean it!  
 
KATIE:  I’m really sorry and I will put it away.  
 
(Katie tries to put the paper in her notebook.)  
 
MR. BRANBALT’S VOICE:  Well now, the whole class is curious and we’d 

all like a good laugh at a funny cartoon. Please bring that to me.  
 
(Katie slowly starts to rise and walk toward the front of the class. Amanda 
starts to hyperventilate.) 
 
Suddenly the bell rings. There is a commotion from all the other kids as they 
celebrate the end of middle school.  Amanda leaps out of her desk, grabs her 
and Katie’s notebooks and Katie’s arm and runs toward the door.)  
 
AMANDA:  Sorry, Mr. Branbalt, but you can’t make us because we’re in 

high school now!  
 

YOUTH GROUP LESSON TWO  
 
(Flashback.  Pastor Jim resumes his place in the middle of the stage.)  
 
PASTOR JIM:  There is only ONE answer. Only one real, true answer.  It is 

Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior.  Jesus must really be in your heart to get 
to Heaven!  And you can’t fool God. You can fool yourself and your 
friends and your parents and even me, but you can’t fool God. Who thinks 
they have Jesus in their hearts?  Raise your hands. Oooohhhhh, interest-
ing.  Almost everyone is raising their hand.  Wow, well I guess my job 
here is done.  Cool.  Well I’m gonna go play some golf.  

 
(The voices of protesting kids fill the room.)  
 
PASTOR JIM:  Interesting... I guess you guys aren’t so sure. And if you’re 

not so sure, then that means God knows you don’t really have Jesus in 
your heart. But before we can truly accept Jesus we have to cleanse our-
selves of sin.  How many of you have sinned recently? Think about it, 
guys... Think about it really hard... Told a lie, thought about S-E-X, 
looked at inappropriate pictures on the internet or saw an R rated movie, 
played a violent video game or watched MTV or HBO? Just think about it, 
guys. You don’t have to answer me, but I want you to think about all 
those yucky feelings that happen when you commit a sin. How does that 
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make you feel inside? Dirty? Guilty? Ashamed? That is what sin does to 
you. Even the smallest sin. Once upon a time, I was about your age, if you 
guys can believe that. No snickering, Rob. One day I went into this con-
venience store to buy a Snickers, because I still believe that Snickers bars 
are the greatest food in the world. There was this little old lady in front of 
me buying some milk. She handed the cashier a twenty and he handed her 
back her change. She reached for the milk, and she dropped a dollar and 
didn’t see it. So I picked it up and used it to pay for my candy. I thought it 
was no big deal. I ate the candy and went on with my day.  That night I 
had a horrible nightmare about snakes and fire and a car crash. It hap-
pened night after night after night and I had no idea why. It was so bad 
that I couldn’t sleep anymore so I went to my older brother Todd. He 
asked me if I had done anything wrong. That’s when I realized I had sto-
len that lady’s dollar. It was a small sin, but it haunted me. So Todd and I 
prayed for Jesus to enter my heart and forgive me from weakness. That 
night the nightmares stopped. So what do you think, guys?  If we died 
right now would any of us go to Heaven? No. Not a single one of us. How 
scary is that? How can any of us sleep at night? How can any of us look in 
the mirror?  

 
VIDEO MONTAGE THREE  

 
AMANDA’S BEDROOM:  Amanda has the camera set up so that you can 

see the back of her and Katie as they do their hair and makeup in the mirror. 
We never see their faces. They are listening to loud music. Katie doesn’t 
realize the camera is on.  

 
AMANDA:  Hurry up! We have to leave before my parents come home and 

see us! My mom says I can’t wear makeup till I’m sixteen! She’ll kill me!  
 
KATIE:  We should practice one more time before we go.  
 
AMANDA:  OK, but fast!  
 
(Katie goes to change the song they are listening to. She notices the camera.)  
 
KATIE:  Why is the red light flashing? Are you recording this? What is 

wrong with you? I told you not to record ANY of this!  
 
(Katie turns the camera off.)  
 
 


